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All That Matters Is What’s Left Behind
19 September – 8 November 2014

Opening reception: 18 September 2014, 6 – 8PM

On view at Ronchini Gallery in London, All That Matters Is What’s Left Behind, brings
together a distinct group of young international artists whose abstract works contain an
identifiable element individual to each artist. Artists include: Alex Clarke, Phoebe Collings-
James, Ziggy Grudzinskas, Prem Sahib, Rebecca Ward and Jens Wolf.

All That Matters Is What’s Left Behind showcases the specificities involved in contemporary
artists ‘leaving their mark’ on a work of art. From hand-writing like scrawls, to bodily imprints
and lyrical abstraction which leaves behind elements of human-ness in imperfection, the
artists exhibited have all found a way to note their presence within their own works of art.

The works in the exhibition reflect each artists’ interest in engaging with materials and
demonstrate their approach of using process to give meaning. Created in a gestural style
solely by each artist’s own hand and eye, imperfections are left behind adding to the
physicality of the work and creating a visual experience which actively engages the viewer
and provides insight into the artist’s thinking.

Alex Clarke’s works are abstract collage and monochrome canvases, which demonstrate
gesture and provide an implication of depth. Phoebe Collings-James’ paints by placing un-
stretched canvas on the floor and using her whole body to create work that explores
violence, sexuality and desire. A new work created using an ivory black pigment contains the
artist’s footprints. Ziggy Grudzinskas’ painting practice is a dedicated investigation of
materials and the perception of image. The artistic gesture is used as a document of a
specific time and an act free from mind. Prem Sahib’s work explores both abstract and
autobiographical themes. In a new black ‘dead neon’ work, Sahib presents an gestural
abstract sculpture. Rebecca Ward’s subtly evocative paintings set into motion a perceptual
play of colour, texture and light investigating the relationship between the painted surface
and its base. Jens Wolf explores colour, shape and flatness through his geometric abstract
paintings on plywood.

(left) Jens Wolf, acrylic on plywood, 60 x 80 cm, 2009
(right) Rebecca Ward, X (orange and red), oil and dye on silk, 60
x 45 in, 2014, Courtesy the artist and Ronchini Gallery
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Ronchini Gallery is a contemporary art gallery founded by Lorenzo Ronchini in 1992 in
Umbria, Italy, which relocated to Mayfair, London in February 2012. The gallery aesthetic is
defined by Minimalism, Spatialism, Conceptualism and Arte Povera and it retains an
unblinking future-focus on progressive movements whilst remembering the past. Its
exhibitions have explored pioneering movements across a broad spectrum of contemporary
artistic practice. Working with acclaimed curators and scholars from across the world, the
gallery provides a rigorous context in which its artists can be viewed. The gallery works with
an international group of contemporary artists including Will Cotton, Jacob Hashimoto,
Tameka Norris, Adeline de Monseignat, Berndnaut Smilde and Rebecca Ward. It aims to
discover and rediscover exceptional artists and through its secondary market programme
Ronchini Gallery’s objective is to inspire the next generation of young artists. Paterfamilias
Adriano Ronchini was an early supporter of artists such as Alighiero Boetti, Daniel Buren,
Joseph Kosuth, Frank Stella and Michelangelo Pistoletto and collected their work
throughout the seventies; Ronchini Gallery evolved from these years of private collecting.
The gallery maintains a successful publishing arm, which produces exhibition catalogues,
monographs, critical texts and artist’s books.
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